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J. Crist Gallery 

"A Contemporary Downtown Gallery"

Brimming with contemporary works artists from Idaho and the Northwest,

this downtown gallery entices passersby to browse its collection. Every

medium is offered in the individual and group exhibits on display. From

paintings of fragile pink-petaled flowers to bolder, more evocative pieces,

J. Crist Gallery will please a variety of tastes. The gallery, which is

attracting national and international artists, also offers specialized

services such as creative framing options, collection development,

hanging suggestions and shipping.

 +1 208 336 2671  www.jcrist.com  info@jcrist.com  223 South 17th Street, Boise
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R. Grey Gallery 

"Specialty Jewelry & Other Art"

Hand-crafted jewelry, creatively displayed in the large picture windows of

this gallery, catches the eyes of passersby. Inside, the well-designed

gallery space gives visitors plenty of room to move around and appreciate

the delicate works of art. The R. Grey Gallery features jewelry, painted art,

glass art and more. Signature gallery works include confetti garnets, dice

bracelets, hydraform rings, and turquoise necklaces.

 +1 208 385 9337  www.rgreygallery.com/  barbarak@rgreygallery.co

m

 415 South 8th Street, Boise
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Art Source Gallery 

"Meet a Local Artist"

The 60-foot wall in this artist-owned gallery will catch your attention. The

hand-painted "History of Art" displays the creativity of the gallery's artists.

And that's just the tip of the iceberg. Oil, watercolor and acrylic paintings

unfold at Art Source Gallery, which displays the work of over 40 artists.

There is a medium for every taste including pottery, jewelry, photography

and sculpture. Featuring the largest gallery-owned collection of paintings

in Boise, the gallery is known for hosting local artists.

 +1 208 331 3374  www.artsourcegallery.com/  1015 West Main Street, Boise ID
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Gallery 601 

"Representing Regional and International

Artists"

This gallery offers a mix of originals, graphics, limited edition prints,

figurines and more from local and international artists. Visitors will

recognize many names, such as Bev Doolittle, James Christensen, Jane

Wooster-Scott, Will Bullas and Simon Combes. Be sure to check out work

from local artists as well. The gallery highlights its offerings with museum

quality custom framing.
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 +1 208 336 5899  www.gallery601.com/index.cfm  211 North 10th Street, Boise ID
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